. We say that the family {f(x;): } is a one-parameter exponential family if there exist real-valued functions Q() and D() on  and Borelmeasurable functions T( X ) and S( X ) on R n such that
if we write ) ;
, then we call this the exponential family in canonical form for a natural parameter . . We say that the family {f(x;  ):   } is a k-parameter exponential family if there exist real-valued functions Q 1 ( ),…, Q k ( ) and D( ) on  and Borel-measurable functions T 1 ( X ),…,T k ( X ) and S( X ) on R n such that: 
*  is the natural parameter. For a given distribution  specifies all the parameters needed for that distribution.
* T(y) is the sufficient statistic of the data (in many cases T(y) = y, in which case the distribution is said to be in canonical form and  is referred to as the canonical parameter). * A() is the log-partition function which ensures that p(y/) remains a probability distribution. * h(y) is the non-negative base measure (in many cases it is equal to 1).
Note that since  contains all the parameters needed for a particular distribution in its original form, we can express it with respect to the mean parameter :
Def. (5) , where  and  are known constants, and where
The form (7) is said to be a member of the exponential class of probability density functions of the continuous type, if the following conditions satisfy:
3) Each of k(x)0 and s(x) is a continuous function of x. and the following conditions with discrete random variable X i :
Therefore, the Exponential Form is the Exponential Class without satisfying any of the conditions in above definitions or can not written in Exponential Class for discrete or continuous random variables.
IV. EXAMPLES OF DISTRIBUTIONS THAT NOT BELONGS TO EXPONENTIAL FAMILY:
We will take here some distributions as an example; to show how can write the p.d.f as an exponential form. Example 1: Let X be a continuous random variable of Uniform distribution with parameter , with p.
here we can not represent this distribution as an exponential class because x depends upon , so we can rewrite the p.d.f of this distribution represented by exponential form which can be the same form of exponential class as follows: 
where  is the location parameter, and  is the scale parameter, the one parameter Cauchy distribution can be written when =0 as follows:
The reason of why we can not represented the Cauchy distribution as an exponential families is that we can not determine the term k(x)p() or any other terms of exponential families, or some other reasons [5*] , so we will represent the Cauchy distribution in the exponential form
T
.O.M WITH EXPONENTIAL FORM:
T.O.M can used to estimate the value of parameter in many cases, below we will derivative the T.O.M of distributions (with one parameter) have not exponential family or have exponential form with two cases: Case 1: The distribution can be written as exponential class but not belongs to exponential family because unsatisfying one or more conditions of exponential families, like Uniform, student's t, etc. Case 2: The distribution can be not written as exponential class, like Shifted exponential, Cauchy, Pareto, etc..
We will discuss each case using T.O.M as follows:
T.O.M WITH CASE 1:
There are many distributions can be written as exponential class but it's not belong to exponential family. Here we will point to some reasons why such distributions not belongs to exponential family (p()=0, random variable depend on parameter, etc.) as shown in examples (1, 2), so for our case we can use T.O.M to estimate parameter of that distributions. For sample with size n having the p.d.f f(x i ;), and for any value x i , i=1,…,n 
T.O.M WITH CASE 2:
There are many distributions can not be written as exponential class for some reasons. Here we will point to some reasons why such distributions not belong to exponential family. Often distributions that given by the location-scale distribution families; like Cauchy distribution [1*] , shifted exponential density [6*] ; such as the p.d.f in example 2. In this case we can call T.O.M for exponential class [7*] . So in our cases we can use T.O.M to estimate parameter of those distributions.
Example 4:
In example (1) of Uniform distribution we can obtain the following exponential form: 
RESULTS:
In Table below we show the comparison between T.O.M and MLE method of Scale parameter Cauchy distribution. 
